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Abstract

Keyword Spotting (KWS) systems allow detecting a set of spoken (pre-defined) keywords. Open-vocabulary KWS systems search for the keywords in the set of word hypotheses generated by an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system which is computationally expensive and, therefore, often implemented as a cloud-based service. Besides, KWS systems could use also word classification algorithms that do not allow easily changing the set of words to be recognized, as the classes have to be defined a priori, even before training the system. In this paper, we propose the implementation of an open-vocabulary ASR-free KWS system based on speech and text encoders that allow matching the computed embeddings in order to spot whether a keyword has been uttered. This approach would allow choosing the set of keywords a posteriori while requiring low computational power. The experiments, performed on two different datasets, show that our method is competitive with other state-of-the-art KWS systems while allowing for a flexibility of configuration and being computationally efficient.

Index Terms: Speech recognition, keyword spotting, open-vocabulary, ASR-free, audio/text embeddings.

1. Introduction

Keyword Spotting (KWS) systems are in high demand nowadays as they enable a simple voice user interface to consumer electronics devices. There are two kinds of KWS systems: (i) closed-vocabulary, e.g. [1, 2], characterized by a small footprint model and trained on repetitions of the desired keywords such as in the popular Google command and control dataset [3], and (ii) open-vocabulary, e.g. [4, 5] that parse word or phoneme lattices to spot the keywords and usually require an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system, and, thus, have a bigger memory and computation footprint. A configuration of the open-vocabulary KWS system is usually text-based; when audio input is required for configuration, keyword spotting then becomes a spoken query system. With the advent of end-to-end modelling the distinction between ASR and ASR-free KWS approaches is diminished, as there are also ASR-free approaches that still require cloud computing [6].

Our aim is to explore KWS architectures with the following features: (i) versatile (open vocabulary), i.e. the set of keywords is relatively small but not fixed, words may be added to and removed from it without retraining any model, (ii) user-friendly, i.e. new keywords could be added both in the form of text, e.g. by typing the keyword, and in the form of audio, e.g. by recording the keyword a few times, (iii) robust to the detection of words that have not been used during training, (iv) computationally-efficient, i.e. the architecture is thought to run on small devices, e.g. speakers, headphones, cameras.

We have hypothesized that these goals can be achieved with a system based on audio and text encoders which extract similar embeddings for the same word (Figure 1). In this way, whether a keyword is provided in the form of audio or text we would be able to compute its embedding and compare it with the embedding obtained from the input audio. A distance metric can be used to detect whether the two embeddings are close enough, i.e. whether they correspond to the same word. Therefore, just by computing the embeddings representing the keywords we can start detecting them from the input audio. In addition, there is no limitation on which keyword should be used, i.e. this approach allows having a completely flexible set of keywords to be detected which can be chosen by the user by both typing and/or recording them.

Moreover, since the purpose of such encoders is in extracting meaningful information from the input that might be noisy, they are not only restricted to solve a classification task (what is the label of this sample?) but they could also be employed in verification (does the two samples have the same label?), clustering (find common samples among all samples) and information retrieval (fetch the $K$ closest samples).

2. Triplet-loss Encoders

We devised two encoders. Firstly, we focused on an audio encoder (section 2.2), i.e. an encoder that maps the input audio in an embedding space where clusters of word embeddings are formed. Then, we devised an audio-text encoder (section 2.3) that allows also obtaining embeddings of keywords for which no audio samples are available but only their textual representation. Next section explains the training of the encoders.

2.1. Training With Triplets

To train an encoder that extracts a similar representation for audio samples representing the same word, we have decided to opt for the triplet loss [7]. The goal of this loss is to train an encoder that extract embeddings that allow easily discriminating...
the classes in the embedding space. This goal is achieved by selecting two samples with the same label, respectively called anchor and positive, and a sample with a different label, called negative. Then, all the three samples are encoded with the same encoder and the triplet loss is applied to the three embeddings as follows:

\[ L(a, p, n) = d(a, p) - d(a, n) + \text{margin} \]

where \( |\cdot|_+ \) is the hinge loss, \( a, p, n \) are respectively the anchor, positive and negative embeddings, margin specifies a threshold (if \( d(a, n) - d(a, p) > \text{margin} \) then the loss is 0) and \( d \) must be a (sub-)differentiable distance metric used to compute the distance between two embeddings. In particular, after performing different tests, we have decided to use squared euclidean distance and a margin of 1. Applying this loss on a batch of triplets simply results in averaging over them. However, training with this loss is known to be challenging and, in particular, selecting wisely the triplets is crucial to both boost the training and update the model parameters. Selecting two samples with the same label, respectively called anchor and positive embedding, i.e. the hardest positive embedding, i.e. the farthest embedding with the same label, and its hardest negative embedding, i.e. the closest embedding with a different label, respectively called anchor sample exactly once and its hardest positive embedding, i.e. the farthest embedding with the same label, and its hardest negative embedding, i.e. the closest embedding with a different label are selected from the embeddings in the batch so to form the triplets. Then, each embedding is treated as the anchor sample exactly once and its hardest positive embedding, i.e. the farthest embedding with the same label, and its hardest negative embedding, i.e. the closest embedding with a different label are selected from the embeddings in the batch so to form the triplets. Moreover, since a phone often occupies more than one input frame, \( a2pvs \) is designed so that it halves the dimension of the input, i.e. it outputs one embedding every two processed frames, therefore mitigating the problem of having more phone embeddings at output than spoken phone in the input audio. As we will explain in the next sections, this also helps having a more similar amount of phone embeddings when extracting them from text or from audio, thus helping in obtaining similar word embeddings. Figure 3 depicts how \( a2pvs \) is used to extract phoneme embeddings. Clearly, encoding phonemes is harder than encoding words, indeed here we can notice that the clusters are less discriminable than the clusters we obtained when encoding words.

2.3. Audio-Text Encoder

Purpose of this encoder is to enable possibility to compute, during the configuration phase of the KWS system, reference keyword embeddings directly from their textual representation. This solution requires both to train a phone encoder and also a dictionary to map words to their sequence of phonemes, e.g. `hello` \( \rightarrow \text{HH,EH1,OH,LW} \). We now explain how phone embeddings are extracted from audio and from text and, then, how they are merged into the final word embedding.

Motivated by [8], we have used the batch-hard technique which consists in the selection of worst triplets over the batch, thus leading to a greater loss and update the model parameters and, also, a more stable convergence. The core idea is to first form batches by randomly sampling \( P \) classes, e.g. \( P \) words, and \( K \) samples of each class, e.g. \( K \) audio samples for each a word, thus resulting in a batch of \( P \times K \) samples. Each sample is encoded, i.e. a batch of \( P \times K \) embeddings is computed. Then, each embedding is treated as the anchor sample exactly once and its hardest positive embedding, i.e. the farthest embedding with the same label, and its hardest negative embedding, i.e. the closest embedding with a different label are selected from the embeddings in the batch so to form the triplets. \( P \) and \( K \) have to be carefully chosen depending on the amount of noise in the dataset. In particular, with noisy datasets, it is suggested to use small values of \( P \) and \( K \) as the batch-hard technique is greatly sensitive to the presence of outliers and mislabeled samples. In our experiments we have found that with \( P = 5 \) and \( K = 3 \) the train loss was nicely getting lower and the encoder was learning to extract good embeddings.

2.2. Audio Encoder

We have trained an \texttt{audio2word-vector} (\texttt{a2wv}) encoder, to encode audio samples, each representing a single keyword. Such encoder is implemented as a GRU network with two unidirectional stacked layers, a hidden state (equal to the size of the embeddings) of 64 floating point numbers and a dropout of 0.3 between the two stacked layers. Figure 2 depicts the trained encoder.

The bottom plot shows one cluster (color) per word where each dot is an embedding obtained by encoding an audio sample of someone speaking the corresponding word. Moreover, \texttt{unseen} words are words that have not been used during training.

2.3. Audio-Text Encoder

To obtain phone embeddings from audio we have implemented an audio encoder similarly as the one explained in section 2.2. However, there are two differences: (1) at the input, during training, we feed phones (with boundaries) instead of words and (2) since, clearly, no phone boundaries are provided during testing, this encoder continuously outputs phone embeddings while processing the audio. In particular, it is trained such that each output embedding actually represents the last pronounced phone, i.e. we expect the embedding of a phone to be computed and provided at the output as soon as that phone is processed. We call this model \texttt{audio2phone-vectors} (\texttt{a2pvs}) as it outputs many embeddings from the input audio.

Moreover, since a phone often occupies more than one input frame, \( a2pvs \) is designed so that it halves the dimension of the input, i.e. it outputs one embedding every two processed frames, therefore mitigating the problem of having more phone embeddings at output than spoken phone in the input audio.
2.3.3. Encoding phone embeddings

Finally we train another encoder, called phone-vectors2word-vector (pvs2wv), to merge all the phone embeddings, whether obtained from audio or text, into the final word embedding. pvs2wv is implemented as a GRU network to manage a variable number of phone embeddings in input. Figure 4 depicts the whole audio-text encoder and, in particular, how it encodes audio (top) and text (bottom). To encode audio, first, a2pvs encodes the audio sample to a sequence of phone embeddings, then, pvs2wv encodes the latter to the word embedding. To encode text, embeddings are obtained by means of a dictionary and of p2pv (c.f. section 2.3.2), then, the network pvs2wv is used to encode the embeddings to the text embedding of the word. On the plot on the right, each dot represents an embedding obtained from audio while each star represents an embedding obtained by encoding the textual representation of the corresponding word.

3. Keyword Spotting System

The KWS system we propose is made of two architectures: (i) an encoder, which is trained to compute similar embeddings from audio recordings and text representing the same word, (ii) a classifier, which implements a metric to compare two embeddings and assess if they represent the same word. After encoders’ training, running such a KWS system consists of the two following phases (Figure 5):

1. Configuration phase. The user will provide either some recordings or the textual representation for each keyword to be detected. The encoder is then used to compute (at least) one reference embedding per keyword which are stored and used during the detection phase.
2. Detection phase. The classifier uses the implemented metric to compare each computed embedding with all the reference keyword embeddings and, consequently, maps each recording to the corresponding keyword, if any.

The approach we propose allows tackling also the cases in which the user pronounces or types in a word that has not been used during training, i.e. unseen words. In particular, the KWS system can be configured to detect such words too.

3.1. Classifier

Independently of how the system is configured, the prediction is obtained by selecting a keyword whose embedding is the closest to the input embedding and by using a threshold. The latter defines the minimum allowed distance to the closest keyword embedding. Precisely, the classification is defined as follows:

$$c(x) = \begin{cases} \arg\min_i d(e_i, f(x)) & \text{if } \exists j \text{ s.t. } d(e_j, f(x)) < t \\ -1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$
where $c$ represents the classification function, $x$ input audio to be classified, $d$ is the distance metric, $f$ is the encoder, $e_i$ the embedding of the $i$-th keyword, $t$ the threshold and $−1$ indicates that no keyword embedding is close enough, i.e. no keyword has been detected.

4. Experimental Settings and Evaluation

We first evaluate the proposed systems, configuring them by text and/or audio, on the evaluation test_eval93 subset of Wall Street Journal (WSJ) [10] and on keyword sets containing only one keyword so to provide a proof of concept. Then, we evaluate and compare our solutions with a baseline and on a bigger keyword set. The baseline for keyword spotting is an ASR system based on Kaldi framework [11] with a lattice-free Maximum Mutual Information [12] model and a keyword grammar with a phone-loop garbage model.

Both our systems and the baseline are trained on the train_si284 subset of WSJ data, preprocessed with 40 dimensional high resolution mel frequency cepstral coefficients. Both systems use the same input features and data splits. We used the test_eval92 as a validation subset for our triplet loss encoders. In the following evaluation we will refer to KWS systems based on audio encoder and audio-text encoder as respectively KWS-AE and KWS-ATE.

4.1. Evaluation on WSJ

We have built two different sets of words, each containing 101 words, which have to be detected in the input audio. One set contains words that were used during the training of the encoders, i.e. seen, while the other contains words that were removed from the train set, i.e. unseen. The purpose is to assess how robust our system is to the detection of new words, even when spoken by speakers that were not in the train set. Then, we compute a DET curve for each each words in the sets and average them to obtain one DET curve for the seen keywords and one for the unseen ones. Figure 6 shows the DET curves (in a log-log plot for easier comparison) that have been obtained with KWS systems that use the audio and audio-text encoders. The latter has been configured both by text or by audio to evaluate respectively the scenario in which a user provides the word in the text format or records himself pronouncing it.

![Figure 6: Average seen and unseen DET curves obtained a KWS system employing either the audio or the audio-text encoder configured by text or audio.](image)

4.2. Evaluation on Logitech Command Dataset

Then, we evaluated the KWS system using a (proprietary) Logitech voice control dataset. We used a subset of 12 US English native speakers and 14 keywords (commands). We followed the evaluation protocol as described in [3] with 14 command labels, one additional special label for “Unknown Word”, and another for “Silence” (no speech detected). The “Silence” category has one-second clips extracted randomly from the background noise audio files. Configuration of the KWS system has been done by three audio samples per keyword to compute an average reference embedding. These samples were removed from the evaluation set. The test is then done by providing examples for each of the 14 categories. The “Unknown Word” category contains commands randomly sampled from the Logitech dataset and that are not part of the keywords.

4.2.1. Results

Figure 7 shows the computed DET curves. We observe that our model a2wv is comparable with the Kaldi one. However, we point out that a2wv is also greatly simpler and lighter which would make it more feasible to be deployed on a small device. Moreover, differently than the Kaldi model, our model has not been specifically trained on any of the commands in the dataset.

![Figure 7: DET curves computed with a2wv and Kaldi on the Logitech Dataset.](image)

5. Conclusions and Next Steps

We have proposed the architecture of an open-vocabulary KWS system based on joint encoding audio and text. Being this approach ASR-free, it is computationally more efficient than an ASR-based system, and no Language Model and no computationally expensive graph beam searches are required. In particular, the novelty of our work resides both in the idea of a KWS system configurable either by audio or text and also in the design of an audio-text encoder, which is capable of encoding any word, whose phone sequence is available, to the same embedding space in which also encoding of speech is mapped. This approach would allow obtaining a very light KWS system that the user/constructor can configure to detect any keyword of their choice by either typing in or pronouncing the commands they want to be detected.

Moreover, we trained a stream-oriented version of both the audio and the audio-text encoders. In particular, these architectures can be used to map the input audio stream to a stream of embeddings in such a way that each computed embedding represents the last pronounced word. However, a classifier to detect on-line in real-time keywords from this stream of embeddings has still to be designed.

Our future work is to explore all the potential of this approach. In particular, we propose: (1) design of a stream-oriented classifier that allows detecting keywords in real-time from a stream of word embeddings computed by the decoder, (2) training of the encoders on a more heterogeneous dataset so to improve the robustness to the environment and make the system more usable for real-use-cases, (3) train bigger and more powerful networks by means of transfer learning which we observed greatly improving the training with triplet loss.
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